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On Ultraproducts of Finite Fields
Hiroshi KoBAYASHItt andふ/1akoto ONISHIキ*
Abstract
ヽヽTe treat an application of nonstandard rnOdels of Finite Fields to Field theory and diophantine
equations  ヽヽ「e can investigate a sequence of diophantine equations as one diophantine equation
in nonstandard mOdel  By this principle,we can prove the existance of interesting fa■11ly of
diophantine equations having no integer solutions
ヽヽre believe that rnathematical logic must be an essential tool to investigate mathematics.
It is well kno、、‐n that ultraproducts of finite Fields are of characteristic zero.  But this is very
interesting fact,for it seems to mean that anite nelds contain ininite nelds as subneld in some
sense.  This is paradoxical,therefore active to deduce many applications  ln this paper,、ve
、vrite doM〆n a fettr of these.
1.  Basic facts
The existance of nonprincipal ultra11lters ofハr is proVed by axioni of choice.  Throughout
this paper Ⅵre nx a nonprincipal ultranlter tt ofプπヽ.  ヽヽre let denote*♂V,キZア aS ultrapo、vers of
FT,Z With respect to tt respectively.Let半%∈*Ⅳ,th n there is a sequence(%ど:ゲ∈♂V)SuCh
that
キ%=ホ(%サ:た「 T):equiValence class of(勿ど:ゲ∈^r)mOdulo多
.
Vヽe let denote*Z互/*%キZアas the ultraproduct of rings(彪ろ/%どをア:ケ∈A )with respect toク.If
り∈ホⅣ iS prime,thenキ乏乃/ホ少キ多 iS a neld,so we denoteホF*,as*乏乃/*少キZ.Letホ少∈半♂F be
priHle Forキ%∈キハ  andキア∈キFホ,,We Can denne*%・/a d+/・″.Suppose*%=・(%サ:ゲ∈
^りand*デ=・(九:ケ∈ハr),then we deane
・%・デ=キ(%挑:ケ∈Ⅳ),・デ力=・(売Zど :ゲ∈Ⅳ).
Moreover we can deine澤ュ・んand μl+んf°rホん∈ホFホク.
Letキん=・(/(ち:ケ∈ハめ,then we deane
湾1*ん=キ(磨]ア(どち:ゲ∈ハリ
and
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